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Abstract
The k-spectrum s{G) of a graph G is the set of integers
that occur as the sizes of the induced subgraphs of G of order
k. Properties of those sets S C {0,1,2,..., (})i that are the
/c-spectrum s;(G) of some graph G will be investigated. Gap
theorems, which indicate the distribution of elements in s6(G),
will be proved, and the fr-spectra of large order trees will be characterized as the union of two intervals. The number of subsets
that are the k-spectrum of a graph will be studied, and extremal
problems concerning the ft-spectrum will be considered.

1 Introduction

"

The vertex and edge set of a graph b will be denoted by V(G) and
E(G) respectively, and the order ar.d size of G are the number of
elements in lr(G)l and lE(G)1. specialized notation will be introduced
as needed. If .t C V(G), then (.9) will denote the subgraph induced
by the vertices in
For a fixed positive integer k, the k--spectrumof a
^9.
sraph G is sa(G) = {lE((,S))l , .9 e v(G) and l.rl = k}. rfly(G)l < k,
q
then sp(G) : 0, so,
2,..., (f)1. r., example, s1,(K*) =
"r(G) {0,1,
{(f)} ana silKt,*) - {0, k - 1} for n ) k. The k-spectrum of a graph
was studied in [1]. For small values of k all ,t-spectra of graphs were

determined, and several extremal problems involving the &-spectra of
graphs were considered.
There are some obvious properties of the fr-spectrum. If fI is an
induced subgraph of G, then clearly sk(E) g .r;(G). Thus, if G is
the disjoint union of all nonisomorphic graphs of oider k, then clearly
sk(G) = {0,1,2...,(l)}.rf Rc {0,t,2,...,(r)}, and B* { (l)
r e 5), then s6(G) = .B implie. ,t(G) = r?* for the complement G
of G. By Ramsey's theorem [4], any large order graph G must have

:
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a clique of order k or an independent set of order k. Hence, at least
(l) € s6(G). If both 0 and (l) e "*(G), then what other
terms must be in s7,(G)? A complete answer to this question can be
found in [1]. This type of question will be studied in section 2, where
gap theorems that give information about the distribution of terms in
a k-spectrum will be proved.
In section 3 the number of different subsets of {0, 1, 2,' ' ' , (f )1 ttrat
are the k-spectrum of a graph wili be studied. Which small collections
of sets that are the k-spectrum of a graph will be determined, and which
families of graphs are determined by their ,t-spectrury, will be discussed
in this section. The k-spectra of large order trees will characterized in
section 4. Bounds on the number of possible subsets that are the kspectrum of a tree will be given, and other extremal problems involving
the k-spectrum of a tree will be discussed.
one of O or

2 The Gap Theorems
Consider the graph I{ n - I{ p obtained from a K n by deleting the edges
) 2k, it is easy to see that sk(Kn - I(k) - {0,k 1,2k- 3,...,C) - 0,...,(r)). If the elements of sp(Kn- Kk)
are ordered using the natural order of the integers, then the maximum "grp" between consecutive terms in the k-spectmm is at most
k - 1, andln fact, the gap becomes smaller as the terms become larger.
However, the complement of I{n- I{p, which is KpU Kn-7,, has the fol-

of a Kp. Fof n

Iowing k-spectrum: s4(1i7, u h ,-r) - {0, 1,3, . ' ', (!r),' ' ', (f)}, which
has a maximum gap of k - 1 at the end and smaller gaps at the beginning. More speciflcally, fot consecutive terms q : (L) and s2 : ('r')
in sp(I(pt-t K,-n) the gap is j and j is approximately 1/fi (and ,/Td.
Likewise, in the complementary graph I{n - I{p, the gap between the
two terms s1 = (f) - ('1') and s2 = (t) - ('r) it l, which is approxi-

mately equal to tlrtil - 2s; for z' = 1 or 2. These examples indicate
what will be proved about the gap structure of the k-spectrum of a
graph.
- -We start by stating and proving an elementary "gap theorem" for
the k-spectrum of a graph. If l/ is a subgraph of G and tr is a vertex
of 11, then (V(H) - {r}) will be denoted by just H - u; in the same
rvay, if z is a vertex of G, then (V(1/) u {"}) will be denoted by H + u.

THEOREM 1 (Elementary Spectrum G"p) If sp(G) - {r, <

<r. Moreouer,
s,),thenlsi,r1-rnl ( k-lforlli,
sz 1...(
*2
ercept possibly when s;:0 or rr*, : (l).
lr;+, - trl a k
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PROOF: Let a = si and b = s;+r, and select sets X and Y with &
vertices such that lr'((X))l : a and lE(($)l = D. We can assume that
X and Y have been chosen such that X fl Y is a maximum among all
pairs of sets with the above property. Let X -Y - {rr,*r,...,"rt},
Y - X : {yt,,gz,.'.,gt}, and X nY = {rt,22,...,lk_t}, and iet
Ho = (X) and l7t = (y). Define a sequence of graphs starting with
1/o and ending with 1It byletting Ei+t = H;lE;- r;for I < i <t.
By assumption, lE(.1'1,)l < o or lE(A;)l > 6. Observe that I lE(II.)l lE(E+r)l | < k - 1 with equality if and only if one of r; and g; has
degree k . 1 and the other has degree 0 in the graphs H; and E;q1
respectively.
First consider the case when , > 1. If lE(Hl)l ) b, then b - a 1
lg@r)l - lU@o)l < k - 1. If lE(Ht)l < ,, then select the first 7 such
that lE(H1+1)l > b (possibly j = t - 1). Bv assumption, lE(H)l < a,
and so again b - e, <lE(Hi+r)l-lgQti)l< k- 1. If ,:1, then the
result follows unless 11 has degree 0 in 116 and y1 has degree k - 1 in
111. However, if .H6 ry h,r, (or H1ry I(p), the result follows. If this does
not occur, then there is avertex, sa! 21, such that 0 < duoQr) < k-7.
Then, for the graph H' = Ho - zt * gr, we have a < lE(H')l ( b, a
contradiction that completes the proof of Theorem 1. tr
The examples presented prior to Theorem l indicate that the maximum gaps in the fr-spectrum decrease as the terms of the spectrum
move away from the extremes O ana (f). We will give an improved
gap theorem for s6. But flrst we prorre a gap theorem for the degree sequence of a graph. If G is a graph of order n with degree
by gd(G), is the maximum of d;a1 - d; for 7 I i < n. If G is
regular, then gd(G) = 0, and if G is a star, then Sd(G) = n - 2.
Tlre graph G = Kj I Kn-j tras (rr) edges and gd,(G) - j - 1, and
so sd(G) : \E@@| -Tj - 7). AIso, for the complementary graph
G = I(n - I( j, we have sd1c):
These ex@.
amp]gs indicate the sharpness of the following degree gap result, and
parailel the examples given for the k-spectrum of a grapli.

THEOREM 2 (Gap Degree) If G is a graph of order n,
sd(G) < ^u*{1/zlE(G)1,

G)

then

- 2tE(G)t\.

PROOF: For n < 5 it is straightforward to verify Theorem 2, so
will assume that n ) 6. Let G be a graph of order n and size
n* : lE(G)l for which gd(G) is a maximi*. W" can assume that
lE(G)l ) n(n - 7)14, since gd(G1 = sd(G), and the upper bound is
we

symmetric.
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Let h and I be the degrees of two consecutive terms in the degree
vertices
,.qu.r." of G such that h,"- ! = gd(G). We. noY.p,artition the
deor.e,1
pqh
which
h,
it
ieast
degr6e
of
of b into two parts, those
Y",t{
WIII
we
whrch
l,
most
at
degree
of
those
and
H,
by
dLnote
and
vertices
o,t"
Replacing,an
,il to, degree r"tti.L. and denote-by.I'
I
"{S,-1i1
IJ
gaP.
theIower
not
will
in,B
atedge
by
L
an edge beiween /f and
of replacing a* edge in '[
;;tb%.;; ;ilT a; ihit. Tfre same"is true
when possible. Thus,.we can
t;;;f*; between -L and H , so do this
there is a complete bipartite
tr,
in
edges
any
are
;J.;;11;iif itt"i"
s.aoh between L and, H. We [an a,lso assume that if there_ ale any
graph' Let rn be
3## b;;;;'r.;d /1, ihen a induces a complete
in 't'
nz
n
are
there
so
and'
n
H
i
;h;;;;;;oT ,"rti.ut
,
- vertices
say
edges,
some
(-[)
contains
when
case
ttre
consider
will
first
we
q > 0 edges. In this case, we-klow that'(r".) is a'. complete E'pll
If
;"a th" ;eg"r Uut*""n JI and .t form a compiete bipartiteofSlan!.
z
order
gr-aph
a
bf
Let
G1
q >- n - *"- 1, then we wi1l. change G'
vertices
the
of
that-ali
such
rn*1
of
o-rder
i^ritr, u complete subgraph I//
in IIl have d"gr"" n"- i, and with an addition ul q - -(\ - n't, - 1) edges
pir*a h L, J G, - I[t a..a,.ged such that this graph is nearly regula.r
L)' Then, lE(G')l = l:;.t)-l (T +
ivertices differ in degree by aI most
iX" - rn - 1) + q - (n - rn -]) : (T) + m(n - rn) + q : lE(G)l' Also,
sd,(G') =

n-L-(m*r+l?k#!

l)

: r- 1-(m*ln+A.1-1) i
Thus, it is

i-t-(m+ lzql(n-*)1)i id,(G),since s >nof-ryt'.-t'
sufficieni to consld er G' i;t;ad ;f d.' A repetition this change re.sults
mtt !

in a qraph G" wiih mt' high degree vertiies and less than n ;e;;r" #t*J"" ir,L"ro*_a-"E;"" fertices. Tl,us, we can assume that G
t iE fit" property that -t his g < n - m - 1- edges'
We now show that sd'(G) 3 J{E@l' In fact, sd(G) 5 I - 1 (m+l2ql@_rn_1))l < n-rn- i. to complete the proof of this case,
it is sufficient to show that (n -m-1)' S2((T) +*("-rn)+ g), and
this is equivalent to 4nm-2m2 - n2 +m*2n+2q.- 1 > 0' However,
have (T') + m(n- m)*t) n(n-L)14,
since l.E(G)lZ
"@-1)l4,we
and this is equivalent to 4nm - 2m2 - n2 - 2m * n.+ 4S > 0. ,Thus-, it
is sufficient tb show that 3rn * n - 2q - | ) 0, or (using the fact that
; <-;- rn-z), it is sufficient to show that 5m- n* 3 ) 0' This is

when 't has gdggs'-^ .
irue,
-- - which completes the proof of the case
are no-edg-es^in -t. If there
there
assume
fr"* it is point on we ian
I
then
L,
and
H
U"t*een
= 0, and gd(G) h <-*:
ur" *o
"ag"t
and clearly h2
mhf2,
at
least
= < mh I
The number of edges in G is
the proof of this case' We can assume
d{E@ll)2, which completes
ifi"r" ur" ldges betw""n fl a,.d L and (r?,) is a complete subgraph. .
The number of edges between -,? and Lis cm(n-rn) for some c with
0 < ; < 1. Therefor" ih" "uu"rage deg^ree" of a vertex in 11 relative to
L ii
-; u"a the average de[ree oJ a vertex in tr is crn. There is no

"G-
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loss of generality in assuming that each vertex of -[ has degree either
lcm) or fcrnl, and each vertexin ,B has degree either rn-I+lc(n-m)]
or rn- 1* lc(n -*)1. Therefore, gd(G) = rn - 1* fc(rz -*))-

l"*1 < m - 1* cn - 2cm. To complete the proof, it is sufrcient to
that (* - 1* cn - 2cm)2 I m(m - 1) + 2cm(n - rn), which is
equivalent to 4c2nm - 4c2m2 *2cm2 - c2n2 *2cn-2cm*2m - 1 > 0.
By assumption, n(n - t)14 < lE(G)l : m(m - L)12 * cm(n - m),
which implies 4cnm-4cm2 *2m2 -2m-n2 ln ) 0. The fact that
c(1 - c)n2 * 2m * cn - | ) 0 and the previous inequality immediately
show

pives the required inequality. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

We are now prepared, using Theorem 2, to prove an gap theorem
for the &-spectrum of a graph.

THEOREM 3 (Spectrum G"p) If sp(G): {sr < s2 <...( s,},
then ls;q1- sil < max{t/Ts;a1, (*}1) - 2s; * kj for L I i < r.
PROOF: The structure of this proof will be identical to that of Theorem 1. Select sets X and Y with k vertices such that Jr((X))l : si
and lE((Y))l : r;+r. Let X -Y : {rt,x2t...,r1} and Y - X :
{yr,yr,"',Ut}, and let Eo - (X) and fu = (Y). Define a sequerce
of graphsbyletting H;+r: H;*g; -r;foreach 1 < i <t. By
assumption, lE(il;)l ( s,' or lD@;)l ) s;+r for 1 ( i < t. Select the flrst j such that lU(Hi+il ) s;+r, and so lE(H1)l ! s;.
Consider the graph Ht= HjUfli+t, which has k*l vertices and
between s;11 and st * k edges. Let d,i ar.d, d,ia1 be the degrees of
e; and yi in Ht. Then s;.1r - s.i = dj+, - d.i, and. by Theorem 2,

- d; (

max{ "\qE(HTl, (*;') - 2lE(E)lj. The required inequality follows from the fact that s1'a1 ( lE(H')l ( s; * k, and the
proof of Theorem 3 is complete. tr
Previously described examples indicate that the order of magnitude of the bounds given in Theorem 3 cannot be improved.

dj+,

3 Extremal Problems
Z(D+ subsets of {0, 1, 2,. . ., (l)}
"It is clear from Theorem 3 that
not all subsets of {0, L,2,...,(f)l are the ,t-spectrum of a graph.
For any integer r 1 k - 1 and any selection of nonnegative integers
0 ( 41, e2t... ra, { k - 1, consider the graph .I/ obtained from a complete (rf l)-partite with r parts of order k and one part of order n-rk
by adding edges to form a star K1,o, with a; edges into the ith part of
Let ru1,be the number of subsets of the
that are the ,b-spectrum of a graph.
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the complete (r f l)-partite graph (1 < , ( r), and making the last
part complete. The smallest r terms in s6(fl) are {41, azt...,or}, and
all of the remaining terms are at least k - 1. This implies np ) )k-7.
In fact, this lower bound can be improved. Consider, for example, ary
selection of t integersb1,b2,...,bte lk,2k - 5]- {or+k -2,&t+k l,azlk -2,a2*k 1,.. -,a, *k -2,arlk- 1), where lk,2k-5] are
the integers from k to Zk - 5. In this case let G be the graph obtained
from a complete (, + t f 1)-partite with r f t parts of order k and
one complete part of order n - (r t l)k by adding a star K1,o, into
the ith part of the complete (r f / * 1)-partite graph (l < i ( r) and
adding a nearly regular graph on k vertices and bi edges in the j'A part
(,+f < j < r *r). It is straightforwardto show that the only terms of
sft(G) less than or equal to 2k - 5 are {o1, a2t"'rarrb7rbz,,"',br,k L, a1 | k -2, at * k - 7,.a21 k -2, az* k - 1,. . ., a, I k -2, e, -l k -1). This
implies that there are at least ff-rl 1*-r)Zx-a-2' distinct sets that are
the k-spectrum of a graph. Since, ff=i (-t)z*-t-z' > (512)k-\176,
we have verified the following rather crude bounds for np. This type
of construction can be extended to give additional, but not signiflcant,
improvements.

THEOREM 4 For any

'inteser k

).2, + (;)*-' < nk < Z(Dt.

For small values of (. it is possible to enumerate all the l-sets that
the k-spectrum of a graph G of large order.
Bv [+] any such graph G must have either O or (!) in its k-spectrum.
Thus, {0} = sr(K,) and {(f)l: sr,(K,) are the only sets with one element that are the k-spectrum of some large order graph G. Itlote that
s1,(K2uKn-z) : {0,1}, s1"(I{1,n-1) = {0,k-1}, and {(i), (i)-1}, and
{ (i) , (i) - (k - 1)} are the &-spectrum of the respective complementary
graphs.

Moreover, these are the only sets with precisely 2 elements that
are the k-spectrum of some graph G. To see this, let G be a graph for
which this is not true. We can assume that k > 3. With no loss of
generality we can assurre (bv [+]) that 0 e s7,(G)land of course G has
at least one edge. If

(\) e

sn(G), then by Theorem 1 there will be at least 3 terms
connected component, then this
component of G must contain an induced tree on k vertices, and so
k - 1 € s/.(G). If G has no large connected component, then it has
many components (at least k - r), so 1 € ,r(G).
The graphs I{r,zUR n-2, I(3U K n-s, I{1,n-2U K\, I(2,n-2, and Kz*
Kn-z have as k-spectra {0,1,2}, {0,1,3}, {O,li-2,k-7},{0, k- 1,2k4), and {0, k - 7,2k - 3} respectively. Using straightforward techniques

in the spectrum. If G has a large
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with t-he k-spectra that are complementa,ry to them,
can be shown to be the only sets with 3 elements that are the kspectrum of a graph. More generally, there is the following result.
these sets, along

posi,ti,ae integer r,
spectra of a suffici,ently large order graph with exactly

THEOREM 5 For any fired
by a constant C

= C, (independent of k).

the number of k-

r terms i.s bounded

PROOF: For each large order graph G with lrr(G)l = r a,t least one
of 0 and (f) is in s/,(G) by [a], and for k > 2r not both, since Theorem
l implies there are at least kf2 terms in s7,(G). Thus, with no loss
of generality we can assume that 0 € sy,(G) Uut (f) / tr(G). Select
a graph G of order z such that s;r(G) = {atra2s...,ar} and o, is a
maximum element in all such k-spectra. If a, ( r2, then the number
of sets with r elements that are the ,b-spectrum is at most ( ,'), *t ictr
is independent of k. Thus, we assume that a, > r2. Let A be a set of
k vertices of G with a, edges. If there is a iarge set, say n/2 vertices of
G that are not adjacent to any vertex of A, then by [4] there is b, large
independent set B with the same,property. By successively replacing
vertices in A of degree at least 1 by vertices in .B, more than i terms
in s6(G)
will be generated.
We can assume that half the vertices in 7 are adjacent to a vertex
in A. This implies that there is a vertex a of A of very large degree
(at least nl2k). Denote the neighborhood of o by D. If t-here is a
suffciently large (as a function of r) number of vertices not in D, then
b.V [+] and a bipartite version of Ramsey's theorem (see [2]), there is
either a complete bipartite graph K2,y,1, or the bipariite complement
of this graph with the k vertices in D and the 2r vertices not in D.
Moreover, we can assume that the k vertices are independent and the r
vertices form either a clique or an independent set. Denote this graph
by H. If 11 contains the complete bipartite graph, then Theoi6m 1
implies that sp(G) has at least r * 1 terms. If not, then by using u and
the vertices of If , at least r * 1 terms of the &-spectrum can a,lso be
generated. This implies o must be adjacent to at least z - c', vertices
of G, where ct, is a constant depending only on r.
Let T be all the vertices of G, which like o, are of very iarge degree.
Then each vertex in 7 has degree at least n - ctr. AIso, l7l ( r, for
otherwise, Kr,k-, C G and Theorem l implies sk(G) hasat least rf 1
terms. Let .9 be the vertices of G adjacent to each vertex of ?. Thus,
lsl ) " - cf, for some constant cf, depending only on r. If (5) has r2
1{Bes, then there is a subset of,9 with fr vertices and at least r2 edges.
Thus, usin-g the same argument used'with the set A, there must [e a
vertex in ^9 of very la"rge degree, a contradiction. Hence, there are at
most 12 edges in (^t). If a vertex z not in ,5 U ? has as many as 2r2 + r

384
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adiacencies

in

,5. then there is an independent set

of k * r vertices of s

;;ih-thrt ; i. idSu.unt to precisely r of these vertices. Using-tr, o, and
these k * r vertiies, r * 1 f"r-r oi sr(G) can be generated. Therefore,
we can assume that u has less that 2r2 f r adjacencies in .9. This

implies that there is a set R (vertices in 3 and vertices of 5 of d-egree
at ieast 1 relative to .9) of at most c" vertices, (c, depends only on
r). such that G d.iffers irom the complete bipartite graph between ,5
uira f by only the edges in .8. Thus,-the number of differelt k-spectra
dependjonly on r. Tlis completes the proof of Theorem 5' tr
In some cases the k-spectrum of a graph determines the family of
graphs. For z > k > 3, ii is true for 1(,, which has s*(K,) = {(l)},
and.Rn, which has sr(8,) = {0}' The same is true fot K1,n-1, which
has s7.(1(1,,-r) = {0,k - 1}. More generallg the followingis true'

THEOREM 6 For k ) 3, * > ]il, and n ) k, sp(I{*,,,) = {0, L('kl),z(k-2),..., L*l .|-*l]. Also, any sraph of sufficientlv large order
U" a member of thi,s family o! complete biwi,lth'this k-spectiium
"i",it
partite graphs.
PROOF: It is straightforward to verify that s6(l',r,,) = {0,I(k
t),2(k - 2),. -- ,lkl2I ' lkl21). Converselv, assume that G is -a graph
of i"ig" ord"r n w'itn dnid k-sp6ctrurq. First consider the case when G is
. [iplrtii" graph. The largeit term in the k-spectrum is lk l2] 'lk!?\
so ciearly d must contain at least lkl2) vertices in each part. If G
is not a complete bipartite graph, ihen clearly i e sl(G) for some
-

0<i<k-7.
" - h;""*"'G i. not bipartite. Select the smallest odd cycle of G,.s-ay
C, of order r, which is ai induced cycle. If , f ,t+2, tlen k ^2 e s&(G),
a contradiction. Thus, we assume that r 1 k * 1. If-r; 3' {\gn.any
C, ir adjicent to more tha,n 2 vertices of Cr,, aa.d if there
u"it""
"oil"
3,
are two adiacencies thly must be at a distance 2 on the cycle. If I
= is
t[" ,i;;b;, of ad"jacencies could be 3. Since the order of G
it
"" there is a larqe t"t ^9 of vertices not in C, that have Precisely
larse.

it,"'ri,rn" adjacencie! in C,. The graph G does not contain a K* since
Therefore, bY.[4], Ie can^assum^e that '5 is an
$) , lntZ)'lkl21.
ln*d"pend"oi set with at least fo vertices. Using { qla C-r,it is easy to
show that 1 € sr(G) (which gives a rontradiction) unless r : 3 and
each vertex of ^9'is ad'iacent to either 2 ot 3 vertices of Qz; I,'[ence,
*" ir" assume that r = 3. Io either case, ,t - 2 vertices of '5 with an

appropriate 2 vertices of the C3 implies.that ?&--? e sl(.G), whichgive
a'ioniradiction except when k = 6. A straightforward case analysis
shows that grapht contaioing either Kz * Ka or Kz t Sgcannot have
a 6-spectrut o? 10,5,8,9). This completes the proof of Theorem 6' tr
The most obvious open question from this section is the determination of the order of mignitirde of np. It would also be interesting to
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know of additional families of graphs determined by their k-spectra.

4 The k-Spectrum of a Ibee
If ?" is a tree of order n ) k, then s7,(7]-.) E {0, 1, 2,. .. ,k - t}, since a
forest on k vertices can have at most,t-1edges. Clea,rly k-t e sr(T*),
and if n ) 2k - 1, then [., has a independent set of order k. In'this
case 0 e sk(Tn) as well. For the star K1,,, with n ) &, 0 and k - 1 are
the only elements in the,b-spectrum (i.e. s;(K1,r,: {0,,h - 1})).
If sp(T") = [0, k - f], (the integers from 0 to k - 1) we say the kspectrum is tree complete. There

are several conditions on a tree that
insure that the /c-spectrum is tree complete. Consider, for example,
apath. Forany n ) k, s/.(P") - [max{0,2k-I-n},e-1]. In
particular, if n ) 2k - L, then s1(P") = [0, ft - 1]. To see this, let
Pn = (r1,fi2t...,orr) be a path with rz vertices. Note for any t with
2k - n < t < k, that the set {*r, *rr. . . r atr frt+zt frt+4t , , . r rt+z(tc-t)}
induces agraph with t-1 edges. Thus s;(P") I [max{0,2k-L-n},k1]. A_19o, a simple induction proof shows that if n I 2k- 1, then any
set of k vertices of P" ry!] induce a gqaph with at least 2k
-l-n edges.
This proves the c1aim. The next result give some elementary conditi"ons
on a tree T" that insure that the ft-spectrum is tree complete.

THEOREM 7

The k-spectrum of a treeTn is tree complete

if O f"

has diameter at least 2k -2 , (it) T" has at least k independ.ent endedges,
or (i,i,i) L(T") 1 lc andn ) max{3k - 5,2k - l}.

PROOF: (i) If 7l, has diameter at least 2k - 2, then ?, contains a
path P23-1. We have already observed that the &-spectrum of P, is
tree complete if. n > 2k - 1, and thus the same is true for 7|.
(ii) For any positive integer t 1k, select a subtree T1 of Tnwith
I vertices. Then, k - , endvertices from the ,t independent endedges
can be chosen that are not adjacent to any of the vertices in the tiee
fi. This set induces a subgraph with t - l-edges, which completes the
proof of this case.
(iii) Fix someinteger r suchthat 0 ( r ( k-2. Wewillshow
that there is a subtree Tk-, with k - r vertices and r independent
vertices that are not adjacent to any vertex of Tp-r. This will insure
rk-spectrum is tree complete.

Prune the tree Tn by deleting an endstar (including the center of
the star) with the smallest number of vertices. Continue to do this
until at least 2r - 1 vertices have been pruned, leaving a tree Tt . If in
this proc-ess, lhe subtrees being prunedare never stari, then no more
than ha,lf of the remaining verlices aie pruned at any itep. Thus, at
most 2r -2+ (n-2r *2)12 = nl2* r- 1 vertices are pruned. Hence
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k - r vertices, as required. If one of
has at least nl2- r *1)
the pruned subtrees is a star, then this tree has at most k edges, and
ther'efore n I 2r -2+k < 3k - 6, a contradiction. Hence, we have that
the procedure terminates with a treo ?' with at least k - r vertices.
A sei of r independent vertices from the pruned vertices (endvertices
of the endstars) can be selected that are not adjacent to any vertex of
?/. This completes the proof of this case and of Theorem 7. tr
Not every subset of {0, 112r'", k - 1} is the ,h-spectrum of a large
order treel in fact, in general very few subsets are. We- w-i1l glve a
characterization of the &--spectrum of large order trees, but befor-e 4oilg
so we describe a family of examples that indicate the nature of the kspectrum of a large tree. For positive integers a, b a;.d c,, let To3,"
denote the tree formed from a path Pa11, a stat Ky,6, and a star -K1,.
by identifying the center of the star Kr,a, an endvertexof the path Po+r,
and an endvertex of the star 1(1,". Thus if a,b,c) 0, then 7,,6," has a
total of a*6*c*1 vertices, 6*c vertices of degree 1, one vertex of degree
b 12, one vertex of degree c, and the remaining a - 1 vertices -of deg-ree
2. Note that if a: b-:0, then To$,"isjust a star with c edges. Let
n = alb* cf 1, and denote this tree by T.-If a*b < k-< c-, then it i,s
straightforward to show that s x(T*) : [0, a * b] U lk - I - | a I 2] - b,,, - 1) :
If r: a*b and s = lal2] *b, then by an appropriate choice of a and
b,' wehave silT*) = [0,r] Ulk- 1- s,k- l],-w!ere 9 <.lrlZ1( s (^r.
Before proving the chaiacterization result for the *-spectrum of a
large tree wL will p-ror" u uselul result that will be needed-in the proof.
We"have already iho*n that if a large order tree fl. does not have a
vertex of degree at least k, then the k-spectrum is tree complete' The
next result d'eals with the case of a vgrtex of large degree.

?/

THEOREM 8 ,I/ A(?;) ) k, then there erist integers r and s wi,th
0 < lr12] ( s ( r I k - I such that sp(T.)= [0,r] U [s,k - 1].
PROOF: Let o be a vertex of Tn of degree A ) k, let u1 ,a2,"',Da
be the vertices of T*adjacent to o, and lelTu, be the subtree of

Tn-a

that contains ?i. If m; is the number of vertices in fl,,, then we can
assume that nz1 ) rn2 ) "'TtL1 ) 1 for some f ) 0, and rni : l for
i > f. Clearly [k - 1- t,k -l)e s*(7"), since for any j 1l one can
select 7 verticei (one from each of the first 7,, (7 < i < 7)) that are
not adjacent to r.r and a star with k - 7 -7 edges centered at a that
contaiis no vertices in any of the Tri. If m : mi * mz * " 'I m1 ) k,
then by selecting appropriate subtrees of some of the 7,,, L < i < t,
and by selectin[ an appropriate number of vertices of the ui ftom
the remaining Tu, that do not contain the chosen subtrees, one can
insure that [0, k - t - t] e ,r(""). This, along with the fact that
lk - 1- t,k - 1] g sx(Tn), implies that [0, k - l] = s*(Tn), so we
assume m 1k.
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Tlr" previous observation also implies that [0, rn-t] C sp([). Let
a be the independence number of the forest F : (T,r-u1)U(T,r-rr)U
-..U(T"r-rr). I.f a) k, then just as above-, wehave-[0, *-tjg-spQ),
since we can select an independent set of j < ,t veitices aird adir jn
appropriate star centered at o to get a set of,t vertices that induces a
grapl^r ytl, & - 1- j edges. Thus, we assume a < k. To complete the
proof of Theorem 8, we will verify that s7, (fl,) : 10, m
-t)Ufk -i - a, k It h.as already_been verified-that g4(7") g lO,,m-t)Uik-t-a,k-t).
_1].
Let ^9 be a set of k^vertices of 1i,._If a / 5,, ihen, by d'efinition'of ?,,
al1 of the edges of ,5 are in To1UT,2l)l..To, and so there can be ai
most rn - t- edges in the gr?pl induced by 5. If rr € .9, then let B
be the number of vertices of ,S in .F. Thui, the graph induced by .g
ggqtains a, which is the center of a star with at least-& - B - 1 edles.

If P< g,then

t-0,

7>k-a-l,asrequired.If B>a,thenth"ere

are at -least B - a edges induced by the vertices of 5 in -F, since a is
the independence number of F. This implies that the number of edqes
in thegraph induced by 5 is at least k-- B - 1+ B - a- k - 1-"a.
N-ot-e that a { m and also a > lmlzl. Thus, this completes the proof
of the claim and of the Theorem 8. n
An immediate consequence of Theorems 7 and 8 is the following.

THEOREM I Il n ) max{2k - 1,8& - 5}, then for any tree Tn,
there erist integers r and s with O ! lrlZl ( s ( r 1 k l- such tha't
-

s*(7.):

10,

r] U [s, & -

1].

The characterization of sp(T,) from Theorem 9 is not valid for a1l
values of n ) k. For example if n - k + 1, then it is easy to de-of
termine
If
is the degree sequence
Tp41,

1_!9.?). -(il,d2,-..,d*+t)
then s6(fi,+1) -.{k-1
-1- dz,..i,k-L -d7,.,.1}, since
.dt,h
any suhsraph
k
vertices
is
determined by deleting sinfuiu ver-with
ti_ce1, Thus, this family of examples does not iatisfy th-e con"crusion
of Theorem g. The condition that rz 2 max{2k -i,3e - 5} is not
sharp_, but it is not clear what the shalp .o.rditio, should be. The
tree T2p-a that contains two adjacent iertices of degree ,t 2 has
sr(Tzx-+): {0,2,3,..., k -3,&- U, so n ) 2k-g is c6rtainly-needed
to insure the spectrum is the union of at most 2 intervals. It could be
n ) 2k- 1 is sufficient. certainly, n ) 2k- 1 is needed to insure that
0 e s6(7}).
Let tp denote the number of diferent ,h-spectra of trees. There
are-2k subsets of {0,1,2,...,k - l}, but by Theorem g tess than (f)
of these subsets are the k-spectr-um of a large order tree [,. Howev#,
this is not true when n is small. For exairple if n - k'"+ 1, it has
already been noted that the k-spectrum of t[e tree Tn is determined
by the degree sequence (actualty the degree set) ofthe tiee. For any set
.9 c {3, 4,...,11/N-Zt
121- 2}, there is a tree with degree set precisely
,9 u {t,2}, and so we have ZLJTE+z)-, < tt < 2k. Such a tree can
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easilv be constructed by attaching stars of appropriate degrees to oIa
p;h'"i appropriate ten[th. Since the number of integer partitions
k is bounded above by 2G (for an appropriate constant c) (see [3]),
order oI
ih" lo*"r bound of tire previous inequality, has the correct
a
tree of
of
/c-sqectrum
i\e
are
thad
sets
numte-iof
for the
-"n"it"a"
as fhe upP.er and lorver
;;;?;-;li:-Thl; t iv "ot be true in general,
orders of magnitude'
[l."at
"---ir&iioi to gi*,"n ,bor" areIetofk diflei6nt
k +lopzk.
n = 2'
atdlet,
2_'
potlflir"loi"gelr,
=
Leti^ be'the tree for"med from a Kr,, by attaching a star with an
has
add.itional 2r-1 edges at the jth endvertex of the K1,'. Thus , Tn
of
k
vertices
uld.
'
2,4,'-'
,2'^','
order n : 2' *r wilh vertices of degree
determine
this,
see
To
tie".oroplet".
?1,
is
of
;;;;;"1. ff." f ,p*trum
1)'.If th""1,'1
the binary representation of any integer
{delete
? S.\oI the
center
the
then
is
0,
representation
tinary
term of tlis
"(0
r,h star: otherwise. deGte an endvertex of the 7'h star. This will leave
Moteovet, trees with
#;ii *lii'k'r"iti;;; ;"d preciselv rn edgei'k-spectrum
that is tree
havel
;"?;-i; i"rr ,"rtii"s than this cannot
"complete, as the following result indicates'

ir -

THEOREM L0 For e r\ll3 and, k sufficiently large, any treeT" of
haue a lc-ipectrum that is tree complete.
ord,er n < k + elog2k
"onro,t
Assume the k-spectrum of ?,, is tree complete' Since 0 €
B be
;re"l,if,"* i, u,n iod"pendent_set A of k vertices it Tn.theLet
vertices
degrees^of
the
of
sum
The
f;..
in
,ertices
tfri ilirirui"ing
sum of the degrees of
i; 3l; "i f"i'rt il, ri"." 6(i") > 1, and so the implies
that ?" has at
This
il" u"rti.", in A is less thin'[ | 2rlogrk.
by C. Let
denote
we-w-ill
wtrictr
f
i""rt f -2elogzk vertices of d.egree ,
k'<
1og,
3e
so
and
lDl
D denote thel-emaining verticei,
Any subset otV(C) with k vertices is determined by deleting at
most e iog2 k vertices, say a set C' from C and a set D/ from D' The
after
set Ct .u, bu selected in at most 23elos2k - 1r3e ways' However,.
that
of
D/
vertices
of
number
the
the set c has been deleted, only
as the
as
far
is
important
graph
ies"liing
tt
ir
i"
ir" "r* "f-augr";6
fr-spectrum is-concerned. Thus, Df cirt be chosen in at most elogrk
Therefore'
,ruy" (i.". maximum number of vertices of degree O in
7i, is at most
the maximum number of terms in the k-spectrum of'l)'
i",rlogrk I k, if e ( 1/B and k is sufficiently large. This completes
the proof of Theorem 10. tr
several questions are left unanswered. It would be interesting.to
determine the order of magnitude of t,r; in particular, is f7, -- 2o(k)t.
Determination of the smal;st integer n* : n(k) such that if n 2 n",
then s;(7r) is the union of two intervals is a'lso of interest'

PRooF:
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